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In active addiction, we hold on to people or situations
that aren’t good for us because we don’t know what
will happen if we let go. Often, Higher Power has
something better in store for us. It’s difficult to trust
that God will be there for us. It turns out Higher Power had a much better plan for my life than I ever had
for myself. It just took the opening of the door to let
him in. It’s difficult to trust something we don’t understand or have never believed in. Doing all the Steps in
order helps us come to a place where we can start to
believe. First, we surrender to the addiction, then we
come to believe. We turn our lives over and clear out
the wreckage of our past. If we truly let go, we are able
to do this painful task willingly. God takes over for us
when we are too weak to continue, if we let him.
-

Loneliness in the midst of a crowd...
Weighing over me like a burial shroud...
The fear coursed through my every cell...
Convincing me that I could not tell...
Tell of my abject terror of abandonment...
Tell of my daily screams for authentic connection...
Tell of my need to be held and told that I am enough...
Tell of how all of those fears drove me to a secret life...
That damaged me and all those around...
I could not tell...for if I doubted my worth of the life I allowed people
to see...
How could I show them the man I was in the shadows...
Surely no one would ever want me...
For a husband... For a father... For a brother... For a son... For a
friend...
I heard that our secrets keep us sick...
That in giving voice to all of those things it would bring a healing
light into my darkness...
My pain, insanity and self imposed isolation thrust me into the
rooms...
Wherein I borrowed from those who surrounded me...
Experience Strength And Hope Acknowledging that their path was
undoubtedly a power greater than myself...
In following their footsteps...on a path they ’ d all walked themselves...
I found I was no longer borrowing...but sharing in...
This new experience of living in honesty and integrity...
This new strength of surrendering each and every day to my
Higher Power...
This new hope of living happy, joyous and free.
—David M., Austin & Houston, TX
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.PDF of the above card is available on https://slaafws.org/

The situation was roughly this:
if our sex and love addiction
was such a fundamental part of
our personality – if it had developed long ago and had shaped
or deformed many of our other
personality traits, our relationships, and our value system
– then we had to ask whether
all our prior ideas about who
and what we were might be cor-

rect or ill-founded. This is
not to say that on a practical
level everything we thought we
knew about ourselves was wrong.
But if we really wanted to
change ourselves and lead new
and sane lives, we had to at
least pose the question, if only on the abstract level. We
had to admit to the possibility
that anything, if not everything, we believed could be
faulty.
The Augustine Fellowship, S.L.A.A., pg76
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